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PART- A

[Minimum marks: l0]
(Answer all questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks)

l. ( | ). Define factor of safety

(2). Define an axle with an example.

(3). Define the term bearing modulus.

(4). Describe slip in belt drive.

(5) What is meant bl,module of a _cear? (-< r 2 : l0)

PART _ B

[Minimum marks: 30]
(Answer anv /ive of the following questions, Each question carries six marks)

II' (l)' Enumerate the steps involved in the design procedure for the machine elements.

(2). Explain different types of bearing.

(3). List the assumptions to be made for deriving torque equation of shaft.

(4). write the advanrages of v belt drive over flat bert drive.

(5). Differentiate between fly wheel and governor.

(6). Explain overhauling and self-locking of screw jack.

(7). State torsion equation and explain each term.

(5x6: l0)

PART _ C

[Minimum marks:60]
(Answer one question from each unit. Each question carries l5 marks)

UNIT -I

III. (a). Explain the stresses acting on a scre\4'ed joint due to external forces. (7)
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(b). An electric rlotor driven power scre\\, ntoves on a nut in a horizontal planc agairlst a

fbrce of 75Kn at a speed of 300mm/min. The screw has a single square thrcad ol-6nrm

pitch on mean diameter of 37mm. The coefficient of friction at the screw threads is

0.1 . Estimate the power of the motor. (tl)

OR

IV. (a). Explain with diagram the nomenclature of a screw thread.

(b) A cylinder head of a steam engine is held by l4 bolts. The effective diameter of the

cylinder is 350mm. the steam pressure is 0.85MPa. Find the size of the bolt if the

permissible stress in the bolt is 20MPa'

UNIT-II

V.(a) State the design procedure of a rigid flange coupting to connect two shafis o{'dianrcter d (7)

(b). A solid shaft rransmirting lMw at 240rpm. Determine the diameter o{'the Shali il-he

maximum torque transmitted exceeds the mean torque by'20%- Takc maximum

allowable shear stress as 60 MPs.

OR

VI. (a). Show that for a given maximum shear stress the minimum diameter required a solid

circular shaft to transmit P watts a N rpm can be expressed as d = Constant xtf /n Ql

(b). Design a muff coupling which is used to connect two shafts transmitting 40Kw at

350rpm. Design shaft and muff if the permissible shear stress of shafi and muff are

30MPa respectively. Assume maximum torque is25o/o greater than the advantage torque (8)

UNIT-III

VIL (a).What are the design procedure steps in a.iournal bearing?

(b). A fiat fbotstep bearing 300mm diameter supports a load of 25Ka. If coefficient of

friction is 0.05 and speed l50rpm. calculate the power lost and heat 
-qenerated 

at the

hearing.

OR

VIII. (a). Dxplain the following tcmls in the case of a governor:

(i). Equilibrium speed. (ii). Hunting (iii). Sensitiveness.

(7)

(8)

(8)

(7)

(8)

(6)
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( i). Outstrokc tiurirru (r0" of cunt roiuti()n.

(ii). I)uell lirr rht -l(!" c:rr,..r r-(_\t:iri(_\n.

(iii). Retum stoke during next 600 of cam rotation.

(iv). Dwell lirr remaining part of can roration.

The stroke ol'thc fbllower is 20mm and the minimum radius of cam is 50mm.

the followcr is radial and moves with simple harmonic morion. l-he radius of the

roller is l5mm.

UNIT-IV

lX' (a). Stat,; the differencc betw'een cornpound gLar train and reverted gear train.
(b)' Two pulleys 600mm and 400m diameters are connected by a belt. Central distance

between the pulleys is 6m. Find the rength of the belt required for

(a). Open belt drive. (ii). Cross belt drive.

OR

X.(a). Find the pitch diameter, diametral pitch and module of toothed gear having 36 teeth

and a circular pitch of l3mm. 0)
(b). Find the power r.ransmimed by a belt runnins over a pullev of 600mm diamerer ar 200rpm.

Coefficient of friction betrveen the belt and pulley is 0.25. angle of lap 1600 and the

maximum tension in the belt is 2.5Kn. (g)

(e)

(7)

(8)
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